
Dr. Katiraie ~160 Surnnrrer08 Test III Sections (2.5 -- 4.4) Plus 25 Points from Test II 

Name: Sa\u:h-:n- _ Total Possible Points = 100 

Find the derivative. ) '1'
0-Pl;) 1) y~..J-2Xl2 = (-Z-X·Fl- l.

I \ -I '/ )J ~ -;z (-1-)( 1- tJ --t l- t. -=
-I 

Solve the problem. 

(-rye L..: \ 3) lhe revenue generated by the sale of x bicycles is given by R(x) = 10.00x - x2/ 200 dollars. Find the marginal 
\} , ~ revenue when x = 1500 units, and interpret your result 

fICX)~ \0 - 2.X =P ~/(( 5"00).= \0 _ z.{\ 5o~ ==-s

2-00 '2..~
 

fjr f.lwt~j;.~ &e1 cj Iq-o~ u..~) +..rr e.A/~ 1.- e~1A1A. h:cJck ,htP.. 
1te- fe.N~ ck£y~ kr /P S • 

Sketch the derivative of the following graph
 

4)
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The function gives the distances (in feet) traveled in time t (in seconds) by a particle. Find the velocity and acceleration 

at the given time. 9.L t. L t 
5) s=3t3+4t2 +7t+2 V(tJ~ 'L + ~~ + 7 (Act).::: 18' + ~ 

a) Find the velocity at t = 2 

V(z);:; ~(2-J1..+-C((?-) +1 .= sr ~1JSe-'-
b) Find the acceleration at t = 2 

Provide the proper response. 

~ f-t) 6) True or ~alse? If the graph of a function f is concave up on its entire domain, then lis increasing. __. 

Solve the problem. 

( L\O eL:. \ 7) A baseball team is trying to determine what price to charge for tickets. At a price of $10 per ticket, it averages 
~ 'Vs 45,000 people per game. For every increase of $1, it loses 5,000 people. What price per ticket should be charged 

in order to maximize revenue? 

- _00002..- .. 

:::::=0-0 O~ fx.. +19
10 

c) ,000 tf"f... == \9 

x-= Lf-75"oo 



The table lists the values of the functions f and g and their derivatives at several points. Use the table to find the 
indicated derivative. 

x 1 2 3 4
 
((x) 1 4 3 2
 

9) £'(x) 3 -4 -6 2
 
g(x) 2 4 1 3 
gI(x) 3 -2 -4 0 

d
a) Evaluate dx (f[g(x)])	 at x = 3. 

~ leg ()()) ·5/(x)	 :=- .{: I (~(3~ 5/(3) 

= of'(U ~ le:!J :(3JE-'tJ~ -1'1- ] 
(3 ft-s) b) Evaluate :x (f(x)g(x))	 at x = 2. 

fl( 2) ~(~) + +-(7,) jl(7J	 :: t'f)( if-) +- (Lf){-2)
 

= -((, -<6' = ~ Zif)
 
d f(x)

c) Evaluate dx (g(x)) at	 x = 1. 
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Find the derivative.
 
2
 fU:j", '2.'" (X'Lt(,X)- ~'Lt~)(2-f+1J

10) g(x) = x + 5

-\;~ x2 + 6x
 02+fox)" 

~ hJ.= ~+I~l-y4Y- ~'f.. "-- \0)(-"30= ~X1..+,/O~-'30 
ex L +- ~ )()'L ~2. + (,)l)'1.. 

Find the derivative of the function. 

ft)	 11) f(x) = (5x3 + 8)(2x7 - 5) b ) 
f/(~) =- 15~'L (Zx.-7-~ +- 0i'l--3 -t-~ (ItI. / 

~ '30'lq,-75" x?. + 70)(1-+-1I'LX-' 

-.:._I~OJl<r + 112)(' (, _ '75 X'L] 

Find the derivative.
 
9x
4ftJ	 ' ~_. __._,12) Y= 8e

'-	 -'1 'l ' 
~ /; __'72-cZ~ 

Find the derivative of the function. 
26f.o.I-...J 13) Y = x + e3x_ __ ~_...,...-' 

~, VJ, - 3 ~ Il / 

~{;; (+ (,'/..e- / 

14) Y = In (5 + x2) 

\J. 1::	 _l_d	 • 2X 
5"+ ~ 1. 
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Show all ofyour work on the test paper. All of the problems must be solved 
symbolically using Calculus. You may use your calculator to confirm your answers, but 
full credit is not given unless the answer follows from the symbolic work shown. 

15. Let g (X ) =In(e2x +3). Find the equation ofthe tangent line to this function 

when X =0 is on the graph. Write your answer using exact values, not 
approximations. (8 Points) o 

~ I(X).= _'__ • z-e?-X 2e 
'l.'t o£..:'1... "e- +~ e +~ e +-3 

at- ~:=;o; j =- In (e.o + 3) : \1\ if 

i - \l\ 4- ;-+L)( - 0) 

~:; -1;-+ \--;;;
t 

16. For what value or values ofx does the function f (X) =x3 In(X), X > 0, have 

a horizontal tangent line? Write your answer using exact values, not 
approximations. (8 Points) 

f/(x);:: ~,>( t \n 'f.. + -;....3, i 
i

-=- '3 ~ 1.. \1\ ~ 4- ~ 1.

~ )( 2. C?> \Y\)l +- 0= a 

'3 \V\ )(. +-- l -= a 

(",)< ~-::L 
3 



17.	 A fast food restaurant is establishing its inventory policy for ordering frozen 
french fries. In the coming year, they expect to se112500 pounds of french fries. 
It costs $4 to place an order and the carrying cost for a year is $2 per pound based 
on the average amount in storage. 

M- r::.: ~ f fI"~ . • 

X ~ !tf'IGw"S-~ e/l-(. Loy' /..f./t. ~~ Sl-ce) 

a)	 Determine the economic order quantity for the french fries, that is, the order size 
which minimizes the inventory cost. (7 Points) 

x,r~ 2..5""00 ~ (=
 

r~j'r ;:;- If-r + 2,(4:)
 

~ 4-ce;J +-i
 
-f

c's r ~. 10000 y.... -+- X 
-1

Gsr ;; -/o~ ~ +I =-0 

-tOO\)\) 
--- =--1y..."" 

b)	 How many times a year should the fast food restaurant order french fries in order 
to minimize inventory cost? (2 Points) 


